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Painter Matheus Chiaratti publishes his poems and dialogues with Arthur Rimabud's 
ecstasy through his paintings. 
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Exploring the image in all its vicissitudes is the gamble of an artist who travels 
through various universes: from photography to sculpture, and even painting, with 
processes in oil, acrylic, and works made with the nib of a ball-point pen. I am referring 
to a peculiar piece by Matheus Chiaratti, exhibited a few years ago at Mendes Wood 
Gallery, about the journey of the male nude (from 1800 to 2021). Arthur Rimbaud and 
Paul Verlaine were present, the most targeted lovers of 19th century French poetry. The 
work of the precocious writer was the subject of the Brazilian artist's investigations 
during his residency in Brescia. 

 
Youth can be a word for restlessness, something pungent in Rimbaud's poetry, 

such boisterous and velvety spirit that winds through words as if coating them with 
fluids, exhaling pheromones, with dramatic pauses for doubt. There is always doubt. 

 
The poet needs a taste for investigation. Something the Frenchman explored in the 

years with his lover Verlaine, which inspires processes even today, as in Chiaratti's work 
— from analog photographs, for example, another artistic manifestation revealed in the 
light of Eros, to his recently released literary plaquette Firmeentão. A carnal baptism or 
"The sea that breaks the frigates." 

 



 
 
Pulsation 
 

This aesthetic of the flesh (so present in Rimbaud, but also in Baudelaire, Gide, and 
Apollinaire, just to mention the French), can be seen in the composition of the trunks that 
Chiaratti painted in Pau Lavrado, a recent exhibition at Quadra Gallery, which showed 
the artist's multiple facets, with drawings, sculptures, and paintings. 

 
After the centennial of the 1922 Week of Modern Art, Pau Lavrado could be an 

appendix to Pau Brasil, such polysemic figure, widely questioned and echoed since the 
modernist pulpit of the last century. Today, this arboreal figure shows its trunks, 
branches, and canopies, proof that the figurative gains power when combined with 
affective paints, to resonate with the 90's, as an analog cartography of the territory of 
childhood. 

 
Pulsating nature seen through the artist's constructive eye. This itinerant journey 

through different styles, including painting, presents itself as an asset of a mind open to 
change (as seen in the plurality of Chiaratti's work, from abstractions to embroidery, seen 
in the group show O Paraíso dos Marrecos (2022) – at the time, I wrote about the exhibition 
in the newspaper O Estado de S. Paulo). 

 
As for the photos, Warhol is undeniably a reference, a spirit lauded with analog 

cameras and chemical color processing. The artist's studio is a laboratory, free territory 
for immersions, from the deep forest on canvas to the ceramic snakes, the pictorial 
imaginary passes through childhood flashbacks, the tender youth, as carved by Rimbaud, 
and the roughness of the man who constructs himself in burnt clay. 

 

Image: Matheus Chiaratti. Jambolaõ (Os Jardins do Pau Lavrado) [the Pau Lavrado Gardens series], 2022  

https://revistafina.wordpress.com/2023/02/02/troncos-pulsoes-e-tintas/ 

 

 


